
Daisy Chain Video Wall

WAN

Display dependent, requires built in 
software for video wall rendering and the 

necessary inputs/outputs. The media 
player facilitates all content rendering
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HDMI Source
Virgo and Brightsign players 

allow optional HDMI ingest as 
part of their overall output



Multi Output Player Video Wall

WAN

Display independent, the media 
player feeds each display directly 

and facilitates all video wall 
processing 

Korbyt
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Media Player

Display(s)
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Building your own multi output 
player is possible with a Windows 

machine and Korbyt Windows 
Player software



 Video Wall Processor

WAN

Display independent, the video wall 
processor facilitates processing 

combining/mixing and the media 
player only feeds the content

Korbyt
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Allows mixing of multiple different 
physical input sources

Other Source(s)



Brightsign Sync Video Wall

WAN

Display independent, the media players combine to 
facilitate all video wall processing and each screen 

section can be combined/uncombined at will

Korbyt

Brightsign Players Displays
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Requires hardware configuration in BSN Cloud or 
Bright Author



Video Wall Overview

• Korbyt Layouts allow custom resolutions to fit any screen size or 
aspect ratio

• Korbyt Layouts allow multiple different types of content/elements 
to be displayed across multiple extended outputs at the same time.

• The simplest approach to building a video wall with Korbyt is 
having a single media player feed a video wall, with a single Layout 
stretched across the entire wall. Via the Layout Builder, you can 
have each section of the wall show different content, or easily 
recombine the wall to display a singular piece of content.

Content Configuration FAQ

• What is the difference between a mirrored output and an 
extended output?
Mirrored outputs means that every screen shows the same 
content. 
Extended outputs means that every screen is considered a unique 
display, while still being part of the whole.

• Are  Korbyt Media Players compatible with most commercial video 
wall hardware?
Yes, as long as the hardware supports HDMI 2.0 input.

• Does Korbyt support Brightsign Video Sync?
Yes, we natively support Brightsign Video Sync configuration in the 
Korbyt CMS on up to a 3x3 video wall
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